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Introduction to SQLCLI
SQLCLI is a database tool provided by MaxDB, using which database instances can be accessed
using the SQL commands. This SQLCLI is a command line tool using which databases can be
accessed interactively in local and remote systems.
SQLCLI provides the following two main functionalities,
1. Executes the SQL statements on the MaxDB Database instances
2. Execute a set of its own commands that provide additional information.

Logging on to Database using SQLCLI
There are many ways in which one can login to MaxDB using SQLCLI. They are shown below,

Method – 1
In this method we can just login into SQLCLI, but to proceed further we need a user name and
password to perform other actions.
The command SQLCLI just opens the SQLCLI command line console
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From here one can specify the connect statement for a database along with user name and
password to login
The command is \c –d <database_name> -u <user_name>,<password>
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Method – 2
In this method we can login into SQLCLI with all the necessary information in one line, as
SQLCLI –d <database_name> -u <user_name>,<password>. This will open the SQLCLI, then
the command \c is executed to connect to the database instance.

Method – 3
In this method we can login into SQLCLI with the database, as SQLCLI –d <database_name>.
This will open the SQLCLI, then the command \c -u <user_name>,<password> is executed so
that the user is to connect to the database instance.
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Working with SQLCLI Commands
The Help Command (\? Or \h)
This command displays the list of all commands that are supported by the SQLCLI. The \? Or \h
can be used for the above purpose.
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Shell Command ( \! )
This command helps to execute a shell script. Image that now the user is in SQLCLI, and needs
the DBMCLI console to perform a modification, in such case this command is much helpful.
The syntax is \! <Shell Command>
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Auto commit Command (\a)
This command can activate and deactivate the auto commit mode of the SQLCLI.
The command \a on - activate auto commit and \a off - deactivates it.
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Align Command (\al)
The output of an executed query can be formatted using this align command. The command \al
on – Activates it and the command \al off – Deactivates.

Connect Command (\c)
This command is used to connect to a database instance. The syntax is \c , or \c <database> -u
<username>,<password>
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Command for requesting information about Database objects
The command \dc is used to get the column information of a table. The syntax is
\dc <pattern> where pattern = <username>.<objectname>.
The command \de is used to get the list of index object. The syntax is \de <pattern> where
pattern = <username>.<objectname>.

The command \dv is used to get the view information of a table. The syntax is
\dv <pattern> where pattern = <username>.<objectname>.
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The command \du is used to get the list of user for the object. The syntax is \du.

Connection Close Command (\di)
The command \di is used to terminate the established with a database instance.
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Changing Field separator Command (\f)
Normally the field separator used by default is “ | “, in if this is to be changed this command can
be used. The syntax is \f <separator>.

Changing SQL mode command (\m)
The SQL mode can be modified using the \m command. The syntax is \m <mode> in case \m
alone is used the mode is put to INTERNAL.
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Displaying the general database information (\s)
The general information about the database can be displayed using the status (\s) command.
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Exiting from SQLCLI
The SQLCLI console can be used using the command \q or quit.

Thanks for reading and hope this material was useful to you.
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Disclaimer & Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding, which does not include official interfaces and
therefore is not supported. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can
be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing of the code and
methods suggested here, and anyone using these methods, is doing it under his/her own
responsibility.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the
content of the technical article, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the
content of the technical article and the materials and services offered by SAP. You agree that you
will not hold SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of the Technical Article or seek
to do so.
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